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Presenter
Presentation Notes
3:25 – 4:25As we’re waiting to get started, if you want to complete the parent/family information card, now is a great time to give them to me or the orientation information table.



Session Goals

After attending this session, parents & family members will:
– Develop familiarity with transitions faced by students and families.

– Understand DePaul’s approach to supporting students.

– Identify departments who support students, with a focus on transitions for 
students.

Premiere DePaul Orientation - Summer 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome, Goals, & Introductions						3:25 – 3:30Session GoalsComing to college is an exciting time, full of potential and celebration for you, your family, and your student. But as we shared in our last session together, we also know there may be normal difficulties for students – whether stumbling blocks or monumental challenges – and want to help you feel prepared for when those moments have the potential to show up.I also want to pause here and acknowledge the transition taking place for you all, alongside your student – one that is just as significant as your student’s. Much of your day won’t change, even if your student commutes, but their days will change drastically. Your involvement or role may change with your student, in both good and difficult ways, and watching this transition take place may be inspiring and daunting at the same time. I want to give voice to those moments here with you all.Understanding how different departments or areas interface with students can ease some of the anxiety too – you’re seeing real folks up here, who you’ll see are caring advocates for our students. 



Panelists

• Dean of Students Office

• Office of Health Promotion and Wellness

• Department of Residential Education

• University Counseling Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One significant change for you AND your student will be the “supporting cast”, if you will, for your student. Until now, these helpers have been people that you and your student have grown to know – over time and likely through your community. You don’t know us well right now, and don’t have a large amount of time to trust us before you may need to rely on us. This is why we’re providing the time and space in this session to learn what we do, but also the way in which we help students.The folks on this panel, as well as my office, are under the umbrella of the “Division of Student Affairs”. We support student success by identifying and addressing common barriers to college success, and we support student learning by cultivating opportunities that inspire students to explore their personal identities, faiths, values and roles in a global society. Through the division’s diverse offering of programs, leadership opportunities and quality support services, Student Affairs seeks to create an environment that advances students’ holistic development and enables students to reach their highest potential. Most importantly, though, we are a group of staff who are committed to working with and for students – you’re seeing real folks up here, who you’ll see are caring advocates for our students. I’m going to have my colleagues here on stage introduce themselves now: The Dean of Students Office focuses on advocacy, support, and resources for students during any sort of personal or family crisis as well as adjudication of the Code of Student Responsibility, which is our code of conduct. We have two offices in both Lincoln Park and the Loop, and are available for consultations, referrals, and crisis management. Residential Education is one of the two main departments that both you and your student will interact with while living on campus. Up until this point you’ve had most communication with Housing Services as they address assignments, billing, and facilities needs. We work closely with your student once they arrive on campus through the Residence Directors (full-time Masters level professionals who live in the halls) and Resident Advisors (upper class students who serve as resources and community builders for residents on each floor) to help your students adjust to college life. Residential education focuses on 24/7 crises response, educational and social opportunities, student accountability and advocacy.University Counseling Services (UCS) provides a range of group and individual psychological counseling services to help students remove barriers to academic and personal success by addressing emotional, psychological and interpersonal concerns.  Even positive changes and transitions such as starting college can create challenges with stress and coping.  UCS has accessible office locations at both the Lincoln Park and Loop campuses and a lot of detailed information on our webpage.  Health Promotion and Wellness: includes health and wellness messaging, programming and support on a variety of health related topics.  The Office also includes a team of peer health educators called HEAT (Health Education Action Team. Two of the Offices’ specialties include sexual and relationship violence, and alcohol and drug education.  We collaborate with offices and student organizations across campus to ensure a healthy and safe campus environment.  We also support students 1:1 and work to get them connected to resources both on and off campus.  We also serve as the liaison to Health Services and health insurance.  Check out our website and follow us on social media (Facebook Health Promotion and Wellness at DePaul, Twitter and Instragram @healthydepaul). We guide the efforts around the Take Care DePaul messaging which encourages a safe and healthy campus community through taking care of yourself, take care of each other, take care depaul!” we invite you as parents to adopt and contribute to a take care depaul community!All of these areas are in your parent/family calendar – use this session to make notes! All of these areas are under “Student Health, Wellness, and Accountability”, except Residential Education, who is under “Living On Campus”



Premiere for Parents & Family
To support your student with...

– Learning how to be a DePaul student
– Getting to know and understand DePaul
– Navigating difficulties or challenges
– Completing their DePaul “business” & finances
– Academic planning & classes
– Staying healthy and safe
– What’s next

Premiere DePaul Orientation - Summer 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, referring back to our previous session, I shared a number of ways in which you might be seeking to support your student – I bring these back up for you to see where this session will bring new information to light for you.We have already introduced common topics or areas in which first-year students may struggleNot all students experience these, some face none, others face many: we share these to understand what challenges they MAY encounter and how to navigate them.Our intent today is not to tell you the formula for solving all these problems, but helping you understand the approach we take to supporting our students. Each student’s concerns will look different, so we don’t present a “one size fits all” solution to you.



Getting Connected and Involved

• You Might Hear...
– “I’m not meeting anyone.”
– “I’m not meeting anyone like me.”
– “There’s nothing going on.”
– “I don’t belong/fit here.”
– “I can’t find anything I’m interested in doing.”
– “I’m excited to get out and meet people.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HPW:Encourage your student to get involved early on – have the conversation now.  What may hear above can be a normal part of the transition or it could be a warning sign.  You know your student best and when you see a change in behavior that concerns you, encourage your student to get help. We encourage you to talk to your student and and offer resources.  Talk about the behaviors you have seen/observed that seem different.   If you are very concerned, call one of the offices represented on this panel and we can help. Res Ed:When students move into the halls, they will meet their Resident Advisor (RA) and Residence Director (RD) throughout the day and at their respective floor meetings. In Residential Education, we are very intentional in helping students meet other residents, to learn the resources offered at DePaul, and to navigate living on their own with some additional support. RAs will host programs to foster community-building—encourage your student to get involved.All of the events we offer in Residential Education are advertised on what we call Org Sync, a tool that is used for all students in the university, not just those who live on campus. Org Sync is many things but one of them is that it is a calendar of events going on throughout campus. All new students, if they live in the halls or are commuting, will be required to create an Org Sync profile which they will learn about during their Chicago Quarter class. Within the halls, we also utilize Facebook groups, which we emailed students/families about prior to room assignments going out and that is another tool to advertise events going on on-campus as well as helping students build their community.  DOS:�It is important to name in this slide that some of these phrases may be connected to larger issues regarding campus climate. It is important for our campus community to honor the multiple and intersecting identities that students hold. Each and every one of our students matter and their experience matters. We hope students can find clubs and organizations where they feel that they can celebrate who they are and the passions they have. NSFE:Be careful of underestimating how much time needed to make connections; It may not be a “magical” first few weeks for every student – they may need to keep working at meeting people throughout their first year.Time and again, we hear commuter students talk about how they have to work differently at making these connections.You’ll see that there is a section in your calendar dedicated to “Getting Connected and Involved”We have included a few select campus events for which we already have next year’s dates (mostly fall dates), as a strategy for you to encourage your student’s involvement, if they need it.Welcome WeekDePaul After Dark



Living on Campus
+ Off-Campus Living & Commuting

• You Might Hear...
– “I don’t like my roommate.”
– “My roommate doesn’t like me.”
– “I want to move out of my room.”
– “I don’t live on campus so I can’t meet people.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UCS:As all of us who have ever had a roommate, spouse or sibling know……living with another person can be a tremendous source of support ---- or conflict, often both go hand in hand.  Learning to get a long with someone with a different personality or rhythm of life is never easy.  However, learning how to articulate one’s needs, concerns and boundaries and negotiate any changes or adjustments needed may be an opportunity for learning and growth.  Res Ed:How many of you will have students living on campus? How many of your students have shared a room? How many of your students have shared a bathroom? Well, many of them will now! Within the first 6 weeks, we have all students living in the halls fill out a roommate agreement.  This year roommate agreements will take place between September 18th and October 23rd.  This agreement focuses on things like having guests over, sleeping habits, cleaning expectations, study habits, etc. We don’t have students fill them out when they first arrive because sometimes you need time to figure out what your expectations might be for living together. RAs will go over all roommate agreements with residents to make sure residents have fully discussed all topics and to help be a resource for any questions that exist. Conflict specifics:Most of the time when conflict exists in the halls, we find that it’s due to a lack of communication. The first couple of weeks is what we sometimes call the honeymoon phase. Residents are excited to live with each other, they are open to sharing everything and then at some point one thing happens and it goes downhill from there. As things go downhill, often the issues are not discussed. We’ve seen residents leave messages on post-its or on social media who think they bring up the issue but don’t really. Often they come to us and want us to handle it. While we will be of assistance and help to mediate the issues at hand, our job is to empower the residents to take the lead on addressing the conflict. Many times your student may call you and vent and then you will call our office wanting something to be done right away and often not wanting your student to know that you called us. There are always three sides to every story. Our job is to figure out what’s going on and to provide a resolution. We want to hear all sides of a conflict because as you can imagine if you put yourself in the shoes of the other parent, you would want us to do the same. In addition, we get most students for 9-12 months. You’ve had them for 18 years. Students come to school with existing behaviors. This is the time to have conversations with your students about what behaviors might exist for them that might not be ideal for living with others as well as how to deal with students who might have different behaviors. Ex. Falling asleep with the TV on, using a roommate’s belongings without asking, leaving dirty dishes out, etc.What if we go through all of our channels of mediating conflict and the situation is not improving? There is a room change process. However, please note that during Fall Quarter, room changes are very rare due to the fact that we open at 100% full. As we go throughout the year, options become available, but we try our best to mediate all issues that come up. Note that we do not room change requests based on any kind of bias or discrimination situation. Meaning, we won’t move roommates because of issues of race, sexual orientation, cultural differences, etc. NSFE:Acknowledge commuter experiences & living off-campus – Students continuing to live at home with you will still have changes to navigate; be sure you’re talking about changing expectations with your student, too.If your student is living off-campus and not at home with you, again – they may have to work differently at making those connections. Commuting students, whether from near or far, need to consider how their residence impacts their day – transit or traffic aren’t necessarily “valid” reasons to be late – so much of our campus commutes!Students should consider how they plan and use their time on campus – do they take breaks in their day to meet people, eat lunch in dining areas, set up study groups right after class with classmates, etc. These are strategies they can use to build this community building mentality into their daily routine



Student Wellness, Safety, and Accountability

• You Might Hear...
– “Everyone here drinks.”
– “I got caught with [fill in the blank] In my room.”
– “I got a letter/email from the {Dean of Students or Residential Education} office.”
– “People are talking about sexual assault on campus.”
– “I don’t want to drink to socialize.”
– “I heard about a demonstration on campus today”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These next few topics fall under the same section of the calendar (if you’re following along) but focus on different aspects. First off, let’s talk about a topic that may be on both your mind and your student’s...NSFE:Educational approach to students and their behaviors – growth mindsetUse resources to get the CORRECT information – don’t speculateEncourage students to ask questions and clarify when in doubt.Res Ed:The 3 most common policy violations we find for on-campus students are alcohol, marijuana, and noise. These 3 common violations are not just distinctive to DePaul but can be found on many college campuses. In order to consume alcohol, all students must be over 21. However, we understand college drinking culture and have a harm reduction approach to alcohol use. If we find a student has consumed too much alcohol, we work with Public Safety to contact EMS to address the situation. Most times students are transported to the hospital in these cases. An ambulance ride can be costly. When it comes to alcohol use in college, there is a level of experimentation and then there’s a level of too much. Please make sure you’re having conversations with your students about drinking behaviors. While there is legislation in some cities and states (not yet federal) marijuana is still not allowed on college campuses. If we identify students to have been smoking in their room or being in possession of marijuana, we contact the Chicago Police. Marijuana is decriminalized in Illinois and CPD makes the decision whether to arrest or issue a ticket or written arrest. We also deal with noise violations that usually relate to noise after quiet hours or students playing loud music. Our conduct process mirrors DoS—we work togetherHPW:As part of their Discover and Explore class, students are required to complete two online modules Haven (about sexual violence) and Alcohol EDU (alcohol prevention, harm reduction strategies).  Please remind your students to make sure they take these online modules.  Last year’s data from Alcohol EDU showed that 32% of new students reported that they did not consume alcohol in the past year; 24% reported not drinking in the past two weeks and 16% reported drinking in a high risk way when measured halfway through Fall.  This tells us a couple of things:Not every student is choosing to drink and when they do choose to drink, most of the time, they employs ways to reduce the risks when drinking.  We know that the first 6 weeks when students enter college are important.  They are times where they may engage in riskier behaviors and we collaborate with partners across campus to provide messaging and programming (depaul after dark, HEAT involvement) to help  mitigate risk.  We also offer the Vinny Vow, our bystander intervention training program to help students identify risk and learn ways to intervene.  We also are aware that perceptions about marijuana have changed dramatically over the past couple of years as laws and policies have changed.  We will be talking with the students tomorrow about some myths and facts about marijuana but this may be something you wish to address with your student as well.  Regardless of the legal status, it’s important for you all to know that the marijuana used today is about 5 times as potent as even 20 years ago. Furthermore, using the drug in the form of edibles, or “dabbing,” using THC concentrates, are increasing which have some different and often increased risk. While many of our students believe using marijuana is less harmful than other drugs, it’s important to note that it is not harmless, and it’s important that they hear it from you too.We also acknowledge that many of our students on campus are in recovery from substance misuse or abuse. We are aiming to grow our recovery community programming at DePaul, so if your student is currently maintaining sobriety and wants to connect with others in recovery, please reach out to HPW to get involved. Reference take care depaul handout in your orientation packet– we encourage you to have a conversation with your student about drug and alcohol use and the importance of healthy relationships (consent). DoS:-  While a letter or email from us does not always indicate a conduct issue as we do outreach for other advocacy and support resources, if there is a time when your student finds themselves in a conduct situation we want them and you to understand that at DePaul University, we believe the student conduct process can be an educational learning experience. We expect all students in our community to uphold and abide by our Code of Student Responsibility, which identifies behaviors such as alcohol, illegal drug use, sexual and/or relationship violence, and disorderly behavior, and all students are informed there are consequences to their actions should they be found in violation.We encourage and engage in conversation with our students about these concerns, and the impact decisions have made on the campus community. - If a student is found in violation of our Code of Student Responsibility, the Dean of Students Office manages the hearing process and supports all students – complainants, witnesses and referred students – through the process. We believe it is our responsibility to educate students and family on sexual and relationship violence given the national conversation about this topic, and to explain that we do not tolerate any form of sexual and/or relationship violence and that we have a reporting structure for any concerns through our Title IX Coordinator who works in conjunction with our office on adjudication of these concerns. This may include addressing information on the student conduct process, legal options through the city police department, academic advocacy, support/resources or anything else the student reporting feels they may need in order to continue to be successful at DePaul. We hope that you can have a conversation with your student before they come to campus to address any concerns they may have and to assist us in reiterating the message that we do not take these concerns lightly and it is not tolerated on or off campus between our students. Regarding the demonstrations, protests or events on campus; as a University, we have a responsibility to provide a setting in which a broad and diverse range of ideas can be exchanged civil and respectfully. The University has updated our Guiding Principles on Speech and Expression and those can be found on our website. 



Student Wellness, Safety, and Accountability

• You Might Hear...
– “I need to come home to see a doctor.”
– “I can’t find healthy meals with my meal plan.”
– “I’m stressed out.”
– “I’m overwhelmed.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSFE:Variety of aspects to wellness – physical, spiritual, emotional, social, intellectual, environmental, financialIndividual needs for each student – but we know basic needs must be met first.UCS:All students are engaged in the process of learning – inside and outside the classroom.  Perhaps some of the most important and deepest lessons learned in college have to do with how to deal with stress, disappointment,  loss or other adversity…..and how to organize and motivate oneself in the face of challenges.   University Counseling Services can help with issues such as adjusting to college, dealing with stress, anxiety, depression, relationships, substance abuse, personal identity and self-esteem among other issues and concerns. Though services are confidential, parents may call to consult with a counselor if they have questions or concerns about how to talk with their students about counseling or specific questions about how to access on-campus or off-campus resources. DOS:- We work with students in streamlining referrals to both internal and external resources, and these might be to University Counseling Services, Center for Students with Disabilities or the Writing Center. - We also receive referrals from staff or faculty if there is any question on where a student’s needs will be best supported or if there is a concern about classroom behavior, absences or coursework. - We can assist in a situation where a medical or mental health emergency has required hospitalization in terms of academic support and otherwise. It is always best to inform our office in those cases so we can make outreach to the student.- If there is ever a concern about your student’s wellbeing or something significant has happened that requires immediate notification, you can work with our office to reach your student for support/resources and for wellbeing checks, which we collaborate on with our campus partners like Public Safety and the like.HPW:A time we want students to learn to take care of their healthcare as adults.  So talk with your student about how they are going to get their health care needs met.  Do they have health insurance?  Do they need it?  Explain how Health services works. It is run by Presence Sage medical group and is a traditional Doctors office that has a specialty in student health.  Under the student health fee,  basic healthcare services are not charged.  A student who has paid the Depaul Health Services fee gets “priority access” meaning that appointments are still required but the student will be recognized as a DePaul student and not as a new patient to the practice and will be seen as quickly as possible.   Any procedure, lab test, x-ray, etc that is not covered by the health services fee will need to be paid out of pocket or submitted to the students insurance.  Check with Presence Sage of you are not sure if your insurance will be accepted.   Describe that res hall students have already been applied the fee (except UC and 1237).  Everyone else can opt in via campus connect.  Visit student affairs website for more information.  Minute clinics nearby also will work.  Use health exchange if need health insurance.  I will have Sage flyers available after the presentation if you are interested in learning more or you can visit the health promotion and wellness website.  



Student Wellness, Safety, and 
Accountability –

Academic Implications
• You Might Hear...

– “I’m sick and can’t go to my classes.”
– “I’m not sure I can recover from my absences in class.”
– “I need some help figuring out how to cope with 

[concern].”
– “I’m not doing well in my classes”
– “I’m struggling.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSFE:Can be tough to hear your student is struggling, and we are ready and willing to aid.We can assist with many concerns and questions, but we need to know what they are in order to respond.If you don’t know or feel stuck – ask! DOS:- We understand that students are people too and manage situations outside of DePaul that may impact their academic progress while they’re enrolled. To help in this regard, we have two academic processes, the late withdrawal process and the absence notification process, that can assist a student who finds themselves unable to attend class for a specific period of time because of a medical or personal crisis. The absence notification process consists of a brief application and documentation to substantiate the short-term absence, and then notification to the faculty from our office that the absence was substantiated. In the late withdrawal process, any medical, mental health or personal crisis that has impacted the academic performance of the student can be petitioned for a withdrawal even after the last day for the student to drop the course themselves. - We work extensively with community resources to assist students who are in any financial or housing distress or who have any food insecurity. We connect students to our Student Food Pantry and can make referrals to community agencies for additional assistance. - DePaul is a big place and the relationship with faculty and others is going to look and feel different than that of high school. To that end, we can assist students in navigating their experience and streamlining communication to faculty and other academic departments if they are finding it difficult to do so. We want to assist them in having a successful career at DePaul so however we can help, we will.UCS:University Counseling Services contributes to the campus safety net and ethic of care on campus.  UCS supports students through individual, group and couple’s counseling, including crisis counseling or referrals for more intensive or specialized care, when needed.    UCS also partners with other offices to bring mental health awareness to the community through health fares, depression and eating disorder awareness weeks, orientations, classroom visits and other campus outreach to help students learn about campus resources, build resilience and enhance self-care strategies. NSFE:If your student received classroom accommodations, utilized IEPs, or received other services for their classwork/academics – our Center for Students with Disabilities will be an excellent resource. Their information is in the parent and family calendar, and we can also direct you to them while you’re here for orientation if you want more information. While students may want to try college classwork without these supports, enrolling in the program is a good first step in the event your student needs to use the services.



Take Care Take-Aways

• Students’ needs during transition will be as 
varied as they are – we recognize this and 
encourage students to reach out.

• We are here to partner with you and your 
student on any significant concern.

Premiere DePaul Orientation - Summer 2015
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Presentation Notes
We know students are here already with potential needs or concerns – whether these are pre-existing or emerge once your student is here, we want to help and support our students. Encourage your student to reach out to those supports – you don’t know what you don’t know, and we may be able to help!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve shared a lot of information in this session, so here are some key points from what we’ve shared with you. Again, refer to your calendars for much of this information, but don’t hesitate to ask us again!At this time, we’ll shift and allow folks to ask individual questions of the presenters, but let’s thank them for their time and contributions today! You can come right on up to the front and we’ll stick around to answer questionsAfter this session, there’s a break for 30 minutes, so grab some coffee, complete those family information cards, or just relax. In the spirit of TCD – we also have complimentary KIND bars available for you as you’re leaving this room, so you can grab one for an afternoon snack!Following the break, you have the opportunity to choose from two of four breakout sessions. Please review your session options on your agenda. Orientation leaders will assist you in getting to these sessions.  “Finalizing Your Finances”, a session focused on financial aid and payment information will take place next door. Upstairs, there are three sessions: Smooth Transitions, a session geared toward families of first-generation college students and families of color; On-Campus Living: Information about Move-In and the Lincoln Park Residence Halls; Career Center and Study Abroad: information on opportunities for students to study overseas and prepare for internships & employment on and off campus
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